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Future Perfect 
We use the future continuous to talk about an action that will be completed by a 

particular time in the future. 

 يستخدم للحديث عن حدث يعتقد أنه سيكون مكتمل بحلول وقت معين في المستقبل.
By 2025 CE, the new motorway will have opened. (open) 

By the time we get to the station, the train will have gone. (gone) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1- This time tomorrow, we will be celebrating because we 

…………………………………… our exams. (finish)  
2- The books that you ordered ………………………………… by the end of the week. 
(Not, arrive) 

3- By next year, ………………… you …………………………... Australia? (visit) 
  

1. I’m hungry now. I (eat) __________ __________ __________ dinner before you get 
home.  

2. A: __________ the sun (rise) __________ __________ by the time you get up 
tomorrow?  

3. B: Yes, it __________.  
4. How many kids __________ you (have)__________ __________ by the time you are 

35?  
5. My classmate (not / finish)__________ __________ __________ his homework 

before class.  
6. Don’t worry. I (return) __________ __________ __________ the library books by 

tomorrow.  
7. I think robots (take over) _________ _________ _________ _________ the world by 

2050!  
8. A: _________ they (arrive) __________ __________ at the airport in time to catch 

their flight?  
9. B: No, they __________.  
10. Why (not / fix) __________ the mechanics __________ __________ your car by 

Tuesday?  
11. A: How many hours of TV __________ you (watch) __________ __________ by this 

time tomorrow?  
12. B: Actually, I (not / watch) __________ __________ __________ any TV!  
13. By what age __________ Sarah __________ __________ from college?  

by + time (tonight, today, tomorrow morning… ), by + v1, in ( four years' time, ten 
years' time…) 
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14. A: Do you think people (land) __________ __________ __________ on Mars by 
2030?  

15. B: No, I __________.  

Passives: future perfect passive 

object + will + have been + past participle. 

delivered by the time he receives his invoice.   will have beenThe order  

built by next year, creating many business  will have beenA new sports arena 

opportunities. 

completed by next week.  will have beenThe accounts for the project  

 
They will have completed the project before the deadline. 

The project will have been completed before the deadline. 

Technology will have changed our public transport system. 

Our public transport system ………………………………………….. 
 

Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar 

meaning to the one before it. Write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET. 
1- They didn't give me the information I needed. 

I ………………………………………………………………….. 
2- I think they should have offered Ahmad the job.  

I think Ahmad ……………………………………………………. 
3- - Nobody speaks French. 

French …………………………………………………………….. 
4- somebody is using the computer at the moment. 

The computer ……………………………………………………… 

5- Many schools teach English as a second language in Jordan. 

English ……………………………………………………………… 

6- They have built a new hospital near the airport. 

A new hospital ……………………………………………………… 

7- They are building a new ring road around the city. 

A new ring road ……………………………………………………... 
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Clefting and fronting 

‘No matter’ + relative pronouns + clause 

 

what you say, I will still be attending the meeting.  No matter 

certainly worth a try. is the risk, it  No matter 

It will eventually close down, no matter how much you try and save the 

business.  

 

Passive reporting statements 

It + passive reporting verb + (that) + clause 

subject + passive reporting verb + to + infinitive 

 

It is …………that the murderer is no longer in the country. (believe)  

It has been …………. that they are going to cancel the tour.  (announce) 

It has been ………….. that the team can’t be trusted defensively. (suggest)  

It………….. the building could collapse. (think) 

 

Mixed conditional 

Past condition / present result - If + past perfect, would/wouldn’t + infinitive 

Past result / present condition - If + past simple, would have + past participle 

 

a professional player. I wouldn’t beto the football camp,  If I hadn’t gone 

a better mark. I would havefor my exam,  If I’d revised 

to Jebal Jais. I would have goneof heights,  If I wasn’t afraid 
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Liz doesn't want to apply for the job. But she would have got it if she tried it. 

The taxi driver didn't know the address.  

 vited you toI would have arrived on time if he knew it. They in 

1. If he ………….. into the green grocery business when he left school, he would be comfortably off 
now. ( go )  

2. If Erica ………………a reliable journalist, she wouldn’t have been promoted to desk editor. ( be)  
3. If they ………….. that picture lower, people would be able to see it. (hang)  
4. If we ……………… the tickets in advance, we would be at the movies now. (buy)  
5. If I………………. to finish the report, I would have gone to the party last night. ( not, have)  

 

as if/as though' + past tense clause 

the thoughts  as if she knew Her motivational speech was amazing. It is

of everyone in her audience. 

the teacher. as if she were Molly acts 

the answer. as though he knew Confidently raising his hand, it looked 

 

She's always asking me to do things for her- as if I …………enough to do 

already. (Not, have) 

• Why do you talk about him as if he ………. an old man? ( be) 

 

Cleft sentences 

Only if + first conditional/second conditional (with inversion) 

 

 work. (First conditional) will we be on time for we leave soon, Only if 

I won a million dirhams, would I travel around the world.  Only if

(Second conditional) 

Only if you do well in your exams, will we buy you a new laptop. (First 

conditional) 

 

 

Examples:  
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First conditional:  

Only if you ………… hard can you be successful. (study) 

 

Only if she ……………me, will I let her go home. (promise) 

Only if we ………. Members, can we enter. (be) 

 

Second Conditional:  

 

If only I passed the exam, ………….. I be able to join the university. (will) 

If only you ……………earlier, would you book a table. (come) 

 

 

 

Functional Language  

 

Expressing agreement and disagreement 

 

That’s a good point. 

 

I completely disagree! 

I hate to say it, but I think you’re right. I must begin to think about a career 

change. 

I see what you mean, but I disagree with your idea on how we can balance the 

income targets. 

 

Expressing opinion 

 

I’m absolutely certain that I want a career that will allow me to have a work-

life balance and therefore allow me to see the world.  

 

I’m of the opinion that by reducing the number of cars on the road, and 

therefore the amount of CO2 emissions in the air, people’s overall health will 

rapidly improve. 

 

As far as I am concerned, this man should not be the chief CEO of that 

company.  
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Making predictions and hypothesizing 

 

I predict a sharp rise in employee attendance at the office now that Covid 

restrictions are relaxing. 

In the next few months, I can imagine myself running my own business. 

My prediction is that we’ll have significant financial growth in the coming 

months. 

I think profits will increase! 

 

Comparing and contrast  

 

Despite a significant drop in clients, the business was able to stay afloat. 

Although I read all the instructions, I was still not able to set up my green 

screen. 

She was offered a place in our company even though her interview went 

terribly. 

In contrast to the information delivered in yesterday’s meeting, we were given 
new financial targets today. 

 

Examples:  

1. ........................ my warnings, he kept on smoking.  
2. 2  ........................ she didn't want to see The Lord of the Rings, she enjoyed it in the end.  
3. 3  ........................ of being bad at pool, she beat him three times in a row.  
4. 4  They visited Madrid ........................ they didn't have time to visit El Prado.  
5. 5  ........................ it was raining, so we decided to go anyway.  
6. 6  She decided to go abroad for a year ........................ loving her boyfriend very much.  
7. 7  He went on holiday to Thailand ........................ of the expensive airfare.  
8. 8  ........................ it was only the first time they met, they made friends immediately.  
9. 9  The English actor Oliver Reed was often rude to people ........................ he was always kind to 

animals.  
10. 10  Socrates never had much money ........................ being very famous in his own day.  

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary: 
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when a situation feels uncomfortable, embarrassing, or tense. 

Example: We had a big argument yesterday, so it was very 

awkward working together today.  

awkward 

to describe someone who acts like they are better than everyone 

else. Example: I can’t believe she said she was the best 
employee here – she’s so arrogant.  

 

arrogant 

to have an argument with someone, usually over little things. 

Example: It’s hard living with your friends – you always 

quarrel about who does the cleaning.  

quarrel 

the state of people or groups of people always arguing and/or 

fighting with each other. Example: There is so much conflict in 

the team. Sadly, I really don’t think they like each other.   

conflict 

when an object or a business gets bigger / goes into more areas. 

Example: After the first store was a success, the business 

expanded into five more cities. 

expanded 
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Maze Practice:  

 

 

The People Behind Perfumes (2)  

1. ( Fortunately, Undoubtedly, Commonly ) we have all had the experience of 
walking in a mall and being hit with a wall of a 2. ( powerfully overwhelming, 
powerful overwhelmed, powerfully overwhelmed ) scent; usually emanating 
from a small kiosk. 3. (In contrast, Whereas, Regardless ) of whether the odor is 
pleasantly enticing or absolutely revolting to you, how often 4. ( have, was, had ) 
you stopped to consider its origins? 5. ( If only, Not only, Only if ) is that perfume 
probably the result of years of intense labor and research, but it is also more than 
likely the culmination of someone’s artistic vision, all packaged in an attractive 
bottle. The person behind this vision is a perfumer, and it is 6. ( as if, as in, as 
thought ) their pursuit for the perfect scent is never-ending. 7. ( It is believed, It 
believes, It was believing ) to start with a passion, and a good “nose”, which is a 
rare thing to possess. Thus, only if a person has this special ability, 8. ( can they 
become, they can become, can they became ) a perfumer. Most perfumers grow 
up 9. ( to enjoy, enjoyed, enjoying ) different smells, from fresh cut grass to a 
salty sea breeze. This passion then matures and becomes academic, resulting in 
hours of chemistry classes and experiments in laboratories. In the end, perfumers 
leave university with the knowledge 10. ( to be able to, to use, in order ) turn their 
early passion for smells into a serious and lucrative career. However, creating new 
perfumes is not an exact science, and 11. ( rare, rarely, rarity ) do perfumers 
produce a perfect smell on their first attempt? Successful perfumers today 12. 
(won’t be, wouldn’t have been, wouldn’t be ) so good at what they do had they 
not spent years honing their talent. Often, a lot of time and research results in a 
failed attempt 13. ( to make, made, making ) a new fragrance. That is why 14. ( 
as well, besides, both ) education and natural talent, becoming a successful 
perfumer requires patience. It can take over 500 attempts to find the right “notes”, 
or combination of scents, that 15. ( where, when, what ) blended, result in the 
perfect synthesis of smells. Only then can the perfume become both a simple 
commercial product and a complex work of art. One well-known perfumer stated 
that by the time she reaches retirement, her nose 16. ( will have been working, 
would have worked, will be working ) hard for over 50 years!  

 

Maze 2:  
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Being a parent these days is hard. It is 1. (so as to , as though , as in ) you are expected to be 

perfect at all times. In fact, it 2. ( has been reported , had been expected , is being stated ) that 

new parents are finding parenthood more challenging than ever. I remember what my 

grandmother had told me, before I became a mother myself, that if she 3. ( has had, have had , 

had had ) the same pressures when she was a parent, she 4. ( didn’t enjoyed , would not have 
enjoyed , will not have enjoyed ) motherhood as much. She speaks as if it 5. ( were , was , is ) a 

completely different experience to mine, and I am 6. ( terribly certain , enough certain , 

absolutely certain ) that it was! People think that only if you are a stay-at-home mum, 7. ( you 

can be , can you be , be you can ) a good mother. However, as a working mum, I know that this 

is not true, and by 2026 I 8. ( will have been , would have been , will be ) a working mum for 10 

years! No matter 9. ( which , what , where ) your situation, parenting is tough. 10. ( Regardless, 

Although , Despite ) this, it is also the most rewarding and incredible experience. Maybe if I 

hadn’t had my children, I 11. ( wouldn’t be , wouldn’t have been , won’t be ) the patient and 

understanding person I am today.  

 

 

 

Reading Practice: 
 

Part 1: Reading True/False/Not Given  

Keys to business success 
Are successful businesspeople born with the ability to make money or can business skills be 

developed?  

Some people make money doing what they love. Arwa Ahmed was interested in food from an 

early age. While she was a student, she started her own cooking company, which was quite 

successful. After university, Arwa launched a very popular food blog and later a food tour 

company in Dubai. Ed Hardy is a similar example. Ed loves exploring mountains and technology. 

When he was 17, he created a mobile app for tourists who needed maps and weather advice. 

Both Arwa and Ed turned their interests into successful careers.  

It is important to understand what the market wants. Ed’s app was successful because he knew 
exactly what adventure tourists needed. It also helps if you have knowledge of the industry that 

you want to work in. Mona Essa already had work experience in online retail, and this helped 

her understand her customers. She started her online baby product business in 2011, and it has 

become one of the most successful shopping websites in the Middle East.  
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Certain skills are essential for a successful business career. A business degree may be useful 

here. In fact, Arwa Ahmed was studying business when she launched her first company. 

However, there are other ways to develop your skills. Youth Connect is an event at Expo 2020 in 

Dubai, which gives young people from all over the world the chance to share their ideas. The 

Ministry of State for Youth Affairs has also created a programme called UAE Youth, which 

provides business courses and workshops to young people. Finally, relatives can often be a 

source of advice if they have business experience. When Moosa Ali launched his clothing 

company, his mother was able to help him because she also had a fashion business. Moosa 

started his company when he was 12, which shows that business success can come at any age.  

Answer the following questions True/False/Not Given  

1. Arwa Ahmed started her food tour company while she was at university 

True False Not Given  

2. Arwa’s most successful business is her food blog. 
True False Not Given  

 

3. Ed Hardy created a business connected with something he enjoys doing.  

True False not given 

4. Mona Essa has a degree in business. True False not given 

5. Business degrees are becoming less popular nowadays. True False not given 

6. Youth Connect provides training courses to young people. True False not given 

7. Moosa Ali and his mother have similar types of companies. True False not given 

 

 

 

Part 2: Reading Multiple Choice  
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Understanding Population Growth  

 

The UAE’s expansion has been incredible. Between 1970 and 2015, the population increased 
from 230,000 to an astonishing 9 million. This trend is likely to continue, with a potential 

population of almost 10 million by 2020. In particular, Dubai has seen remarkable growth. 1.5 

million people lived there in 2005 but this rose to 2.4 million in 2015. It is estimated that it 

could reach 4 million by 2020. What do these figures tell us about Emirati society?  

Recent migration trends, both into and out of the UAE, are very interesting. The number of 

expatriate workers has increased dramatically in the last decade. In fact, the UAE is home to 

people from over 200 different countries. Interestingly, in the last ten years , there has also 

been a decrease in the number of Emiratis who are taking jobs abroad. Finally, there has been a 

rise in the number of Emiratis who are returning after working abroad. Put simply, more people 

(both foreign and Emirati) are moving to the UAE, while fewer local Emiratis are leaving.  

People might move abroad when they are unhappy in their own countries, often because of 

social issues, such as high levels of crime or political problems. However, unemployment is the 

main issue which makes people decide not to stay in their home countries. This certainly helps 

us understand migration trends in the UAE. After the decline of the pearl industry in the 1930s, 

many skilled people left the gulf. The numbers leaving  

grew in the 1940s and reached their highest level in the following decade. By contrast, the 

discovery of oil has led to better economic opportunities, which is why fewer people have 

moved away from the region since the 1960s.  

Of course, migration is not only about leaving a negative situation. Instead, some countries may 

offer perks that attract someone even if he or she is happy in their native country and enjoys 

their work there. For families with young children, a country with fantastic weather or leisure 

opportunities, like Australia, may be very attractive, even if living standards are good in their 

own country and enjoy their job there. Many people certainly move to the UAE for these 

reasons, although tax-free salaries are the main perk that attracts most expatriates.  

 

 

Select the correct answer:  

8. The figures given in the first paragraph are used to show that ____.  
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1. Expatriates have the main impact on population growth in the UAE.  

2. The UAE is experiencing a period of dramatic population growth.  

3. The Emirati economy is developing due to population growth.  

4. Population growth rates are different in each of the Emirates.  

9. In the last decade, there has been a fall in the number of ___.  

1. Different nationalities who live in the UAE.  

2. Emiratis who have moved abroad for work.  

3. Foreign workers who have come to the UAE  

4. Emiratis who have returned to the UAE from abroad  

 

10. The writer says that the main reason why people want to leave their own country is ___.  

1. Poor job opportunities  

2. Serious political problems  

3. Rising levels of crime  

4. Social reasons  

11. The highest number of people moved away from the Gulf in the ___.  

a. 1930s b. 1940s c. 1950s d. 1960s  

12. The writer suggests that migration away from the Gulf decreased due to ___.  

1. The end of the pearly industry.  

2. Low crime rates in the UAE  

3. Economic decline in foreign countries  

4. The development of the oil industry  

 

 

13. The writer mentions Australia as an example to show that people might move abroad 

when  

1. There are opportunities to change their work  

2. A foreign country offers extra benefits  
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3. They are unhappy in their own country  

4. They don’t have any family responsibilities  

14. According to the text, the main thing attracting people to the UAE is ___.  

1. The financial benefits  

2. The good climate  

3. The job opportunities  

4. Leisure facilities  
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